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INTRODUCTION
This document has been developed as a part of the Drone REGIM program, in scope of the
Working Group 1.1 – Training Operators in the Use of SORA.
https://uvs-international.org/working-groups/
Its primary goal is to help drone operators with understanding and applying the Specific
Operations Risk Assessment (SORA) process by providing an example of a risk analysis in a
real-life scenario.
The document describes the performed analysis, thinking processes behind the key choices
as well as possible additional approaches to risk mitigations.
It closely follows the SORA process but doesn’t explain all the details, so we
recommend reviewing this document in parallel with the full SORA documentation.
http://jarus-rpas.org/content/jar-doc-06-sora-package

Assumptions
The Location
The reviewed operation uses a relatively large, off-the-shelf, drone to perform an inspection
in an urban environment and close to a busy airport.
The example is based on Charleroi/EBCI and, while it uses the maps of the region, it should
be regarded as a fictitious operator in a fictitious location. In other words, the reader should
not assume that this assessment alone would be enough to successfully apply for a
derogation from the Belgian Civil Aviation Authority.
Two separate sites have been selected to illustrate the impact of properties of different
micro-locations.
The Operator
The drone service provider is fully licensed in line with currently existing local regulations.
All pilots (internal and external contractors) have a valid license for the most complex
operations which required;
•
•
•
•

Classroom training on air law, drone technology, meteorology, and human factors.
Passing a theoretical exam organized by the regulator.
Practical training organized by a licensed training provider.
Flight preparation and flying skills practical exam with a third-party examiner
assigned by the regulator. The exam includes advanced flying patterns without full
GPS stabilization.

The organization’s operations manual is very sophisticated and detailed, and it reflects the
operator’s extensive previous experience. It has been reviewed and approved by the
regulator.
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The organization is required to perform a risk assessment as a part of their application for
permits to work in complex (risky) environments. Until recently, they have been using an inhouse developed methodology that has been accepted by the regulator in previous
requests.
All pilots (internal and external contractors) have been trained on the organization’s
operations manual and its procedures. The compliance is regularly audited by the
operations manager.
In summary – the drone service provider is an established organization and has extensive
experience with unmanned systems and similar types of jobs. Under the new regulation,
they are required to make the risk assessment according to SORA methodology.
Note: The main goal of the document is to illustrate the approach and thinking process
behind the key decisions. The example does not go into details about the operator’s
processes, content of their operations manual nor technical systems. However, operators
should expect that more details and additional documentation will be necessary to prove
the stated levels of integrity and assurance to the regulators.
The Business Case
The example doesn’t consider the business justification for described operations.
Considering the risks, complexities, and the micro location’s properties (especially Site A), it
might be that drones aren’t the most cost-effective way of making the required inspections.

Business Requirements
A construction company has engaged the drone service provider with a task of performing
regular inspection of a construction site with the following goals;
•
•
•

Document the construction process to track progress and monitor compliance
(images or 3D models)
Enable as-planned vs as-built comparisons (3D models)
Provide detailed images of critical construction points under stress to safely and
efficiently identify potential problems (detailed photography, thermal images)

The planned building is 150ft (50m) high.

Iterative Process
During the analysis, additional mitigations and requirements might be identified which
would necessitate additional procedures to be developed, technologies to be deployed and
information to be provided. Also, the regulator might require updates after reviewing the
submitted analysis.
In this example, the operator suggested only the mitigations they are already experienced
with. Other operators might respond differently to the same set of requirements (e.g. use a
tethered drone).
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SORA: PROCESS OUTLINE
The SORA methodology provides a logical process to analyze the proposed ConOps and
establish an adequate level of confidence that the operation can be conducted with an
acceptable level of risk.
The SORA focuses on the assessment of ground and air risk:
1. ConOps Description;
2. Initial RPAS Ground Risk Class (GRC);
3. Final Ground Risk Class (GRC);
4. Initial Air Risk Class (ARC);
5. Application of Strategic Mitigations to determine Final Air Risk Class (ARC)
6. Tactical mitigation performance requirement and robustness levels;
7. SAIL determination;
8. Identification of Operational Safety Objectives (OSO);
9. Adjacent area / Airspace considerations;
10. Comprehensive Safety Portfolio.

Pre-Application Evaluation
The planned operation exceeds the limitations defined in the open category. In particular;
•
•

Flying close to people (urban environment) with a drone with MTOM 6.1 kg (A2<4kg)
in an urban environment.
Flying in controlled airspace

The operation isn’t covered by a standard scenario currently recognized by the competent
authorities (Jan 2020).
The planned operation does not fall under certified category. See:
•
•

Implementing Regulation (Eu) 2019/947 – Article 6
Delegated Regulation (Eu) 2019/945 - Article 40.1

Due to these characteristics, the operation should be classified as UAS operation in Specific
category and the operator needs to perform a risk analysis (SORA) in order to request and
obtain the operational authorization.
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SORA STEP 1: CONOPS DESCRIPTION
Type of operations: VLOS
Population density to be overflown: Densely populated – inside residential areas and close
to busy roads. No large gatherings of people in the immediate vicinity.
Airspace: Inside (busy) controlled airspace
Level of involvement of the Crew: a combination of manual aircraft control and automated
waypoint flying
Minimum Remote Crew: Remote pilot, spotter and ground site manager.
Airspace – General View

Drone REGIM – WG1.1
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Approach & Departure (Southern, Visual)
B-RWY = 2nm
B-pattern(6) = 0.5nm
24

B-pattern(24) = 1.2nm

6

6
6

24
24

24
Notes:
Both locations are less than 2nm from the runway (6, threshold) AND very close to the
traffic pattern, visual approaches and even SID/STARs.
It is a large international airport but also with several flying schools, typically using area
south of the CTR for training (as northern TMAs go from alt=1500ft).
Typical southern approach and departure alt is 2000ft
CTR = 0-2500ft, TMA above 2500ft
The preferred runway is 24.
Full visual approach chart available in the BE AIP:
https://ops.skeyes.be/html/belgocontrol_static/eaip/eAIP_Next/graphics/eAIP/EBCI_VAC01
_v13.pdf
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Ground Configuration (Site A)

Notes:
The adjacent highway is often very busy especially during morning and afternoon rush hours
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Ground Configuration (Site B)
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Equipment
Due to the requirement for high-resolution thermal imaging and detailed photography, the
operator intends to use DJI Matrice 210 v2 with Zenmuse XT2 (thermal), Zenmuse Z30
(zoom) camera. They plan to use Zenmuse X4S for photogrammetry (mechanical shutter)
Specification:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOW – 5.8kg (MTOW – 6.1kg)
Max Flight Time – 38 Min
Max Transmission Range - 8 km
Max Speed – 81kmh (in A mode – 61kmh in P mode)
AirSense (ADS-B Receiver)
Max kinetic energy (120m) = 7kJ
Geofencing capable
https://www.dji.com/be/matrice-200-series/info#specs
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SORA STEP 2: Intrinsic Ground Risk Class (GRC)
Intrinsic - belonging to the essential nature or constitution of a thing [Webster’s dictionary].
In the context of risk management methodologies, the intrinsic risk is a risk that a system is
exposed to, without taking any mitigation measures into consideration.
Maximum size and kinetic energy
Dimensions are: 0.887 x 0.880 x 0.378 m
Expected flight altitudes are in range from 45-70m. Therefore, the maximum kinetic energy
is; E = m *h * g -> 6.1 * 70 * 9.81 = 4.2kJ
Intrinsic UAS Ground Risk Class
Intrinsic UAS Ground Risk Class
Max UAS characteristics dimension

1m/
approx. 3ft

3m/
approx. 10ft

8m/
approx. 25ft

>8 m /
approx. 25ft

Typical kinetic energy expected

< 700 J
(approx. 529
Ft Lb)

< 34 KJ
(approx.
25000 Ft Lb)

< 1084 KJ
(approx.
800000 Ft Lb)

> 1084 KJ
(approx.
800000 Ft Lb)

1

21

3

4

VLOS in sparsely populated environment

2

2

3

4

5

BVLOS in sparsely populated environment

3

4

5

6

VLOS in populated environment

4

1

5

6

8

BVLOS in populated environment

5

6

8

10

VLOS over gathering of people

7

BVLOS over gathering of people

8

Operational scenarios
VLOS/BVLOS over controlled ground area

1

an operator might conclude that, because they are overflying a construction site that they
can fully control, the scenario should be classified as VLOS over controlled ground area. That
is a correct conclusion, but even though it means a lower GRC in this step, the risk
mitigation requirements will be significantly increased in step 9 of SORA (Adjacent areas)
due to the proximity of densely populated urban areas.
The operator in this example decided to take a conservative approach and treat the
operation as VLOS in a populated environment.
In the complete analysis, both approaches would indicate the same safety requirements,
but the conservative approach has been selected as it better illustrates the options in
situations with a higher intrinsic ground risk class.
2

note that SORA process documentation (JARUS Guidelines on SORA) explicitly states that
an operation occurring in a populated environment cannot be intrinsically classified as
sparsely populated even in cases when the footprint of the operation is completely within a
special risk area like industrial estates, rivers, etc. (chapter 2.3.1.i).
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SORA STEP 3: Final GRC Determination
Robustness of mitigation
The intrinsic risk can be reduced and controlled by means of mitigations. SORA introduces
the concept of Robustness as a qualitative indicator of the effectiveness of mitigations. It is
based on two dimensions;
Integrity which represents the safety gain provided by each mitigation
Assurance which represents the proof that safety gain (Integrity) can be achieved
The proposed mitigation activities and their level of integrity are described in Annexes B, C,
D, and E of the SORA documentation.
In general, the assurance levels are defined as:
Low – expected safety gain is (only) declared by the applicant
Medium – the applicant can provide supporting evidence that safety gains can be achieved
(e.g. by testing or previous experiences)
High – the capability of the applicant to achieve safety gain has been confirmed by a
competent third party (e.g. a standard certification body)
Robustness is based on the level of integrity and assurance and is determined in the
following way;

Low Integrity
Medium Integrity
High Integrity

Low
Assurance
Low
robustness
Low
robustness
Low
robustness

Medium
Assurance
Low
robustness
Medium
robustness
Medium
robustness

High
Assurance
Low
robustness
Medium
robustness
High
robustness

Integrity and Assurance levels for mitigations used to reduce the GRC
Mitigations methods, as well as their integrity and assurance levels, are provided in Annex B
of the JARUS guidelines on SORA.
There are three basic types of mitigation;
M1 – Strategic mitigations intended to reduce the number of people at risk on the ground
M2 – Mitigations which reduce the effect of ground impact
M3 – Existence of an effective emergency response plan
Some mitigation types have multiple criterions to achieve a given level of integrity or
assurance. When more than one criterion exists, all applicable criterions need to be met to
achieve the proposed levels (e.g. if 1 Low and 2 Medium, overall is Low).
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M1 – Strategic mitigations for ground risk
Criterion #1 - Definition of the ground risk buffer
Site A

The small area of the building site makes it impossible to have a ground buffer with the 1:1
rule on 50m (we need at least 50m due to building’s height).
Integrity: NA
Assurance: NA
Note: Alternative could be to use the tethered drone as it doesn’t require the 1:1 buffer.
However, it does require a new type of operations so an operator that doesn’t have
previous experiences needs to build the capability first (the operator in our example doesn’t
have that experience nor capability).
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Site B

We can design a 1:1 ground buffer and keep the aircraft inside. Considering that the building
will likely be somewhere in the middle of the building site, we can perform all the inspection
work from inside of the operational volume. The buffer areas can be included in the 3d
models and maps using oblique (at an angle) images only.
The methods that will be used to keep the aircraft within limits of the operational volume;
•
•
•
•

Limiting the maximum distance from the operator in the drone control app.
Return to home in case of a loss of radio link.
Well defined and rehearsed mission abort procedure to take over control in attitude
stabilization mode in case of loss of GNSS positioning.
Well defined mission abort procedure based on a parachute system with
independent manual mission termination capability to be used in case of a complete
flyaway.

Integrity: High
The operator has experience with the UAS in question as well as with their mission abort
procedures. They have successfully proven that they work, and they practice them regularly
which they can also prove with logs, reports and video recordings of the abort procedure
practice sessions.
Assurance: Medium

Drone REGIM – WG1.1
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Criterion #2 - Evaluation of people at risk
Site A
The building site can be controlled, and construction workers can take shelter or other
protective measures during the operation.
The operation can be scheduled when the number of people is significantly reduced. For
example, work could be done on a working day at midday, people in the neighboring houses
could be informed and instructed to stay in the house during the operation and we could
request speed restrictions and lane closures on the highway during the operation.
Late or very early operations are often the first thought, but they are impractical from late
fall till early spring due to late sunrise and early sunset. A very early start might also be a
problem due to noise very close to the residential area.
Integrity: Low
The operator can only declare that they will achieve the stated integrity. As it is an active
building site, the UAS operator will align with the building site safety management team, as
well as use their process to bring the issue to the local authorities but it is unlikely that they
will be able to have more than Low assurance due to very close proximity to the populated
area.
Assurance: Low
Note: mathematical total robustness for M1 will always be 0 due to the inability to fulfill the
first criterion. However, all the measures to minimize exposure of the people are a good
practice and serve to prove the applicant’s capability, so they still should be included and
documented.
Note 2: Road closures are a complex, managed by 3rd party (police) and expensive so the
options should be well researched and preapproved before proposing it as mitigation.
Note 3: A study of the patterns of traffic and local activity could help to plan better and
increase the level of integrity to medium, but it might not be possible to do in all situations.
Site B
The building site can be controlled, and construction workers can take shelter or other
protective measures during the operation.
The ground buffer which is larger than 1:1, as well as methods of keeping the drone within
the operational volume makes it highly improbable that involved people would be exposed
to the ground risk.
Integrity: High
It is an active construction site, so the access to the operational volume is strictly controlled.
Workers can be moved in the sheltered areas or trained to be a part of the operation.
Adjacent areas are outside of the ground buffer zone and are also well understood and
documented in the building design and approval process.
Assurance: Medium
Drone REGIM – WG1.1
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M2 – Effects of ground impact are reduced
M2 mitigations do not depend on the site configuration and are the same for both sites.
Criterion #1 – Technical design
The aircraft is equipped with a parachute with independent automatic and manual
activation and flight termination (i.e. batteries are disconnected, and motors stopped).
Some key parameters;
•
•
•
•

Total weight: 740 grams
Average altitude loss until full deployment: 9.3 meters
Average descent rate: 4.3 meters per second
Average impact energy: 63.6 Joules

Integrity: High
The manufacturer is able to provide information and documentation about methods of
testing and achieved results. Some of their solutions are compliant with ASTM F3322-18
(Standard Specification for Small Unmanned Aircraft System (sUAS) Parachutes) though the
same compliance for this model isn’t yet available.
Assurance: Medium
Criterion #2 – Procedures
The operator has emergency and mission abort procedures that have been adapted to
include the parachute and its capability. It has been successfully tested and internally
approved and is subject to the organization's change management process. Documentation
and test results are available for review.
Integrity: High
The operator has internally validated their procedures. They organize and document tests
and exercises and are able to prove capability and provide performance data.
Assurance: Medium
Note: in this example, the operator is experienced and manages their processes well and
their level of assurance would likely be Medium. However, a regulator might not have
standards or acceptable means of compliance to assess such a process. In the best case, an
operator should expect that the burden of proof of their effectiveness will be on them or, in
the worst case, the level of assurance will default to low. This is given as an example of the
possible situation – where something suggested by the SORA isn’t accepted by the regulator
in the early phases of SORA adoption.
Criterion #3 – Training
The operator regularly trains their crews and makes sure they stay proficient with
technology and internal processes. They organize regular internal training and check-ups
and the syllabus is well defined and available.
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Integrity: High
Assurance: Medium

M3 – Emergency response plan is in place, operator validated and effective
The mentioned (under M2) emergency plan is well defined, tested, implemented, managed
and continually improved.
All team members are regularly trained, the syllabus is well defined and available.
The operator regularly tests the plan (twice per year), logs and reports are available and
used for continual improvement.
Integrity: High
Assurance: Medium (C1 and C2)

Final GRC Determination
Site A

M1

M2

M3

Integrity

Assurance

C1

NA

NA

C2

Low

Low

C1

High

Medium

C2

High

Medium

C3

High

Medium

C1

High

Medium

Site B
Robustness
None

Medium

Medium

Integrity

Assurance

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

Robustness
Medium

Medium

Medium

Robustness
Mitigation
Sequence
1
2
3

Mitigations for ground risk
M1 - Strategic mitigations for ground
risk
M2 - Effects of ground impact are
reduced
M3 - An Emergency Response Plan is in
place, operator validated and effective

Low/None

Medium

High

0: None
-1: Low

-2

-4

0

-1

-2

1

0

-1

Final GRC – Site A: 4 (5 + 0 - 1 + 0)
Final GRC – Site B: 2 (5 - 2 - 1 + 0)
Note: even though it is the same operator, performing in the same urban environment, the
configuration of micro location made it impossible to reduce the ground risk in site A which
illustrates that not all spots are equal even though they fall under same broad category.
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SORA STEP 4: Initial ARC Determination

SORA, Figure 4 – ARC assignment process
Using the decision tree defined by SORA the initial Air Risk Class is ARC-c.
However, due to very close proximity of the Site A to visual approaches the regulator will
likely require the ARC to be raised to ARC-d (as suggested in chapter 2.4.2.1.d of JARUS
guidelines on SORA v2.0))

Operations Type

Initial ARC

Site A

Ops in Airport environment in Class D airspace

ARC-d

Site B

Ops <500ft AGL in controlled airspace

ARC-c
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SORA STEP 5: Application of Strategic Mitigations to
determine Final Air Risk Class (ARC)
Strategic Mitigation consists of procedures and operational restrictions intended to reduce
the UAS encounter rates or time of exposure, prior to take-off.
Strategic Mitigation are further divided into;
•
•

Mitigations by Operational Restrictions – mitigations that can be controlled by the UAS
operator only.
Mitigations by Common Structures and Rules – mitigations which cannot be controlled
by the UAS operator (e.g. airways, traffic procedures, etc.)

SORA, Annex C, Figure 1; SORA Air-Conflict Mitigation Process

Strategic Mitigation by Operational Restriction
Restricting the operation by boundary
One option for such mitigation is to restrict the operation by boundary to parts of the CTR
where manned aircraft do not routinely fly.
In this case, the ceiling for the operation is planned to be very low. 55m is enough to do the
required work and the absolute top of the operational volume is set to 70m. The same
parachute system with independent flight termination capability that was proposed as a
mitigation for the ground risk can equally be used to keep the unmanned aircraft within the
limits of the operational volume.
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Even though manned aircraft regularly fly in the area, the lowest heights (AGL) are around
270m (900ft). Even if we take into account the number of flight schools that operate from
the airport and relative lack of precision of student pilots, flying at a height that corresponds
to our operation’s ceiling would be at the rooftop level and too dangerous for manned
aircraft.
Theoretically, the operation could be planned for periods when runway 6 is active as it
increases the minimum distance to visual approach and departure paths. However, this
would not be effective from the business perspective as runway 6 is used relatively rarely
(24 is aligned with usual wind directions and is equipped with more sophisticated navigation
equipment).
Restricting the operation by time of exposure (i.e. duration of operation)
With the mentioned drone and camera, an effective mapping mission can take less than 15
minutes for Site A, and 35 minutes for Site B. The duration of the inspection missions could
be even shorter as they are more targeted and don’t require overflying the entire area.
Together with strategic mitigation by common structures and rules (next chapter), the short
mission duration could help to limit the risk of encounters.
Restricting the operation by chronology (i.e. time of day)
It would be difficult for the operator to restrict the operation by chronology as the airport in
question is busy with a numerous general aviation flights whose patterns of activity aren’t
easy to predict.

Strategic Mitigation by Common Structures and Rules
Note: Mitigations by common structure and rules can only be applied if the competent
authorities and/or ANSP are able and willing to provide and support them during the
operation. The operator alone does not have control over the availability of such mitigation.
It is therefore recommended to work with regulators and ANSPs to assess the applicability
and effectiveness of the proposed process before including them in the risk analysis.
In cooperation with local ATC, the operator proposes the following mitigations;
•

•

•

The exact scheduling of the operation (take off time) will be planned with the local ATC
seven days in advance and confirmed on the day of the operation. The operation will be
planned for a time when expected traffic is minimal.
Before every takeoff, the pilot will contact the Tower and confirm the takeoff clearance.
ATC will coordinate the takeoff with the approaching and departing traffic in a way that
manned traffic has priority. The takeoff will not be allowed if there is a manned aircraft
that is ready for departure or is already departing (until the plane leaves the CTR).
Equally, the takeoff will not be allowed if there is an approaching manned aircraft on the
south side of the CTR).
During the flight, pilot and the observer will have a phone (2x) ready to be able to
quickly respond to a call from the ATC. The flight will be terminated and drone
immediately landed if the controller requests it. Due to small operational volumes and
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the size of the CTR, the drone can be landed safely and on time to avoid close proximity
to a manned aircraft (in case of an unplanned departure announcement or approach to
the CTR) .
After the landing the drone pilot will notify the ATC via phone.
In case of multiple takeoffs, every flight will be coordinated with the ATC separately,
unless instructed differently by the controller during the landing notification.
NOTAM will be published to alert the pilots about the operation and its exact location.

Note: some airports and regulators might approve or require the use of more sophisticated
methods of communication (e.g. monitoring the tower’s radio frequency, full radio
communication with the tower). However, such communication, even if allowed, would
require additional technology and licenses so might not always be an option.
Note 2: Future developments and adoption of electronic conspicuity measures and UTM will
make the similar processes much more sophisticated and efficient. However, at the present
time they might not be available, fully deployed or even allowed so an operator need to
have good understanding of the current status before proposing some of these techniques.

Reducing Initial Air Risk Class (ARC) Assignment
The SORA does allows lowering of the initial ARC through Strategic Mitigation for all
operations below 500ft AGL.
The maximum amount of ARC reduction through Strategic Mitigation is one ARC level.
The procedure described in the previous chapter is in line with the requirements described
in the SORA documentation; Annex C, chapter 6.3

Operations Type

Initial ARC

Residual ARC

Site A

Ops in Airport environment in Class D airspace

ARC-d

ARC-c

Site B

Ops <500ft AGL in controlled airspace

ARC-c

ARC-b
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Scenario 2: Inspection in Urban Environment and CTR

SORA STEP 6: Tactical mitigation performance requirement
and robustness levels
Tactical Mitigations are applied to mitigate any residual risk of a mid-air collision. Note that
they are requirements based on the residual ARC (Air Risk Class) and not a method of
further reducing the ARC (and ultimately the SAIL level).
In this operation, “See and Avoid” (i.e. operations under VLOS) will be used as tactical
mitigation. It is generally regarded as sufficient mitigation for all Tactical Mitigation
Performance Requirement (TMPR). For more details see Annex D, chapter 5.2
The operator has developed and documented the deconfliction process with the following
outline;
•
•
•

•

•

The flights will be coordinated with ATC (described under Strategic Mitigation).
The dedicated spotter will observe the adjacent airspace paying special attention to the
relevant approach and departure path as well as traffic pattern areas.
The spotter will be trained by a manned pilot experienced with the area. The normal
flow of traffic will be explained and demonstrated. Furthermore, the spotter and the
operations manager visit the site prior to the operation and observe the traffic several
times before the operations start.
According to the Strategic Mitigation plan, ATC will notify the pilot and the spotter if the
flight needs to be cancelled. However, if an unannounced manned aircraft is detected by
the spotter and if it is not flying away from the location he will call “abort – abort –
abort” followed by “aircraft on X o’clock” (in relation to the drone pilot). He will keep
the approaching aircraft in sight and keep providing the position information to the
drone pilot.
Drone pilot will confirm by “aborting and landing” and trigger the standard emergency
landing procedure (described it the operations manual).

Note: even though it is not formally required for VLOS flights, many tactical mitigation
measures would help to make the deconfliction more efficient and it is therefore
recommended to review and adopt them where possible.
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Scenario 2: Inspection in Urban Environment and CTR

SORA STEP 7: SAIL determination
The SAIL represents the level of confidence that the UAS operation will stay under control.
The SAIL consolidates the ground and air risk analyses and defines the required activities.
The SAIL is not quantitative but instead corresponds to Operational Safety Objectives (OSO)
to be complied with.

SAIL Determination
Site A

SAIL Determination

Residual ARC

Site B

Final GRC ARC-a ARC-b ARC-c ARC-d

Residual ARC

Final GRC ARC-a ARC-b ARC-c ARC-d

≤2

I

II

IV

VI

≤2

I

II

IV

VI

3

II

II

IV

VI

3

II

II

IV

VI

4

III

III

IV

VI

4

III

III

IV

VI

5

IV

IV

IV

VI

5

IV

IV

IV

VI

6

V

V

V

VI

6

V

V

V

VI

7

VI

VI

VI

VI

7

VI

VI

VI

VI

>7

Category C operation
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SORA STEP 8: Identification of Operational Safety Objectives
(OSO)
The last step of the SORA process is to use the SAIL level to identify required operational
safety objectives.
The details about the assessment criteria for the integrity (i.e. safety gain) and assurance
(i.e. method of proof) of Operation Safety Objectives (OSOs) are available in the Annex E of
the SORA documentation

O = Optional
Low = Low
M = Medium
H = High

SAIL
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Technical issue with the UAS
OSO#01

Ensure the operator is competent and/or
proven

O

L

M

H

H

H

OSO#02

UAS manufactured by competent and/or proven
entity

O

O

L

M

H

H

OSO#03

UAS maintained by competent and/or proven
entity

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#04

UAS developed to authority recognized design
standard

O

O

O

L

M

H

OSO#05

UAS is designed considering system safety and
reliability

O

O

L

M

H

H

OSO#06

C3 link performance is appropriate for the
operation

O

L

L

M

H

H

OSO#07

Inspection of the UAS (product inspection) to
ensure consistency to the ConOps

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#08

Operational procedures are defined, validated
and adhered to

L

M

H

H

H

H

OSO#09

Remote crew trained and current and able to
control the abnormal situation

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#10

Safe recovery from technical issue

L

L

M

M

H

H

H

H

H

Deterioration of external systems supporting UAS operation
OSO#11

Procedures are in-place to handle the
deterioration of external systems supporting
UAS operation
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OSO#12
OSO#13

Scenario 2: Inspection in Urban Environment and CTR

The UAS is designed to manage the
deterioration of external systems supporting
UAS operation
External services supporting UAS operations are
adequate to the operation

L

L

M

M

H

H

L

L

M

H

H

H

Human Error
OSO#14

Operational procedures are defined, validated
and adhered to

L

M

H

H

H

H

OSO#15

Remote crew trained and current and able to
control the abnormal situation

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#16

Multi crew coordination

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#17

Remote crew is fit to operate

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#18

Automatic protection of the flight envelope
from Human Error

O

O

L

M

H

H

OSO#19

Safe recovery from Human Error

O

O

L

M

M

H

OSO#20

A Human Factors evaluation has been
performed and the HMI found appropriate for
the mission

O

L

L

M

M

H

Adverse operation conditions
OSO#21

Operational procedures are defined, validated
and adhered to

L

M

H

H

H

H

OSO#22

The remote crew is trained to identify critical
environmental conditions and to avoid them

L

L

M

M

M

H

OSO#23

Environmental conditions for safe operations
defined, measurable and adhered to

L

L

M

M

H

H

OSO#24

UAS designed and qualified for adverse
environmental conditions

O

O

M

H

H

H

…. TODO: Assess the operator against target OSO’s –
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Scenario 2: Inspection in Urban Environment and CTR

SORA STEP 9: Adjacent Area/Airspace Considerations
In this case, the operator used the conservative approach as the locations are very close to
the risk sensitive environments (airport, residential areas) – see steps 2 and 4.
As one of the mitigation techniques is based on a separately controlled parachute system
with mission termination capability no single system’s failure should lead to flyaway (i.e.
uncontrolled leaving of the operational volume).
To discuss the probability statement as well as hostile EM interference
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